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Examples from The Longman Writing Series, Ready to Write (Pearson), & Effective Academic Writing (OUP)









A Functional View of Grammar

Derewianka & Jones, Teaching Language in Context (Oxford, 2012) 
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understanding the complex functionality of the human 
brain

Functional 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

powerful tool in both research and clinical areas, 
helping further the understanding of brain functions
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Ahhh … that’s better

disorders of the 
central nervous system controls 
mechanical, physical, and biochemical functions of 
humans
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Functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

the further understanding of 
brain functions in both research and clinical areas
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“I’m playing all the right notes …”

“Just not necessarily in the right order!”

Victor Borge

https://www.klru.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/victor-borge-piano-450x254.png



Follow the Theme

1It 2Suddenly, a shot 
3A door 4The maid 5Suddenly a 

pirate ship 6iWhile millions of 
people were starving, 6iithe king 
7Meanwhile, on a small farm in Kansas, a boy 

8iA light snow 8ii the little girl 
9At that 

very moment, a young intern at City Hospital



Controlling the Theme

At that time, golf 



Reading for Grammar

Why is Canadian English unique?
(BBC News)











Controlling the Theme



Add the second sentence



Nominalisation and Grammatical Metaphor 

“learning how to mean is essentially a 
continuous expansion of a person's registerial
repertoire: Learners keep mastering new 
registers, thereby expanding their personal 
meaning potential”



Grammatical Metaphor

Congruent / Everyday Incongruent / Academic

Things  nominal groups
Processes  verbs (action,
saying, thinking)

Verbs nominalised as Participants 
(things)
Joined by relational (linking) verbs

Verb and clause heavy Noun heavy

Dynamic representation of 
experience

Static representation of experience for 
interpretation and reflection

Processes explained Information packed

(Halliday & Martin, 1993; Matthiessen, 2009; Ryshina-Pankova, 2010)



Your turn!





Three Paragraph Patterns



Linking (Old-New Information) – “Zig-zag”

New information

Theme (old) New information

Theme (old)



Repeated/Constant Theme



uper Theme (“Fan” Pattern)



Starbucks has easily made their name by the unique treatment 
of their clientele as well. The Starbucks employee manual 
emphasizes the importance of presentation, encouraging 
employees to know the customers’ names, drink orders or 
personal preferences (Simon 73). The employees play a vital role 
in creating the environment that Starbucks’ regulars love, the 
feeling of community, relaxation, and comfort. This coffeehouse 
embraces the customer as an individual. Although Starbucks 
worries more about their profits than the experience of the 
individual, the two concepts are related. An increase in the 
customer’s satisfaction with their Starbucks experience results in 
an increase in profit. The employees are encouraged to create a 
personal connection with the customer. For example, a barista 
may wish a college student luck on their finals during the end of 
the semester, as the young customer orders a large Frappuccino 
to take an edge off of the stress.



Starbucks
The Starbucks employee manual 

The employees 

This coffeehouse 
Starbucks

the experience of the 
individual, the two concepts are related An increase in the 
customer’s satisfaction with their Starbucks experience 

The employees 
a barista 



In the book, Swearing: A Cross-Cultural Linguistic Study, Magnus 
Ljung explores the origination of curse words and how they evolved. 
He explains that the development of swearing dates back to between 
1198 and 1166 BC, when ancient Egyptians inscribed the words in 
stone slabs (45). These initial uses of swearing did not contain the 
curse words that we use today; rather the Egyptians inscribed 
statements that were meant to “call down evil on another person or 
object” (46). The Bible also introduced curse words, however, it also 
set forth rules that disapproved of their use (48). Modern curse 
words more familiar to us, such as “fuck, shit, and prick” did not 
come into existence until the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
(68-71). During this time, people deemed these four-letter words as 
forbidden and encouraged punishment if someone used them. 
People did not begin to use these words regularly until the twentieth 
century (67). In the last hundred years, cursing has become 
increasingly widespread, so much so that most words have become 
part of many individuals’ everyday language.
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Ljung origination of curse words and how they evolved
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Where did all the language go?





Thank you!

nacaplan@udel.edu
http://nigelteacher.wordpress.com 
@NigelESL

Spring Colloquium, Portland, Oregon (19 March)

Summer Institute, Monterey, California (7-10 June)

Directory, resources, and listserv

www.gradconsortium.org 


